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book note - muse.jhu - well-founded fear, by tom leclair, olin frederick, inc., dunkirk, ny (2000). casay
mahan, a former fellow of the urban morgan institute for human rights, is the protagonist of this novel.
attorney mahan takes a leave from her law ﬁrm to volunteer in the athens ofﬁce of the united nations high
commis-sioner for human rights. she becomes involved in kurdish cases and this well-plotted novel ... is there
a subjective element in the refugee convention's ... - is there a subjective element in the refugee
convention's requirement of "well-founded fear"? james c. hathaway* william s. hicks** i. critique of the
traditional approaches ..... fact sheet: case assessment char - does the applicant have a well-founded fear
of persecution on one of the convention . grounds? yes. go to q6 . no. applicant will not qualify for refugee
sponsorship. refer to other immigration streams, if . applicable. q5: is the applicant’s story credible? is it
supported by country condition information? was the applicant persecuted, i.e.: arrested, tortured, etc. before?
are there any ... paper empire - project muse - tom leclair is the coeditor of anything can happen:
interviews with con- temporary american novelists, author of in the loop and the art of excess (literary
criticism), and four novels— passing off, well-founded fear, passing lgbti equality and the independence
referendum - lgbti equality and the independence referendum: response to the equality network’s questions
from colin fox, co-spokesperson of the scottish socialist party lgbti equality and the independence
referendum - well-founded fear of persecution on grounds of their sexual orientation, gender identity or
intersex status? 11. if there is a vote to remain in the uk, will your party support the improvement of the uk's
asylum processes so that lgbti people with a well-founded fear of persecution in their home country because of
their sexual orientation, gender identity or intersex status, can find asylum in ... court of appeal judgment
template - refworld - of international protection if in a part of the country of origin there is no well-founded
fear of being persecuted or no real risk of suffering serious harm and the applicant can reasonably be
expected to stay in that part of the country”. taking the movement from theory to practice - asylum
access - who, owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality,
membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the executive office for immigration
review immigration court - applicants, must establish persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution on
account of one of five grounds: race, nationality, political opinion, religion, or membership in a particular social
group. fordham international law journal - well-founded fear of persecution on account of at least one of
the five enumerated grounds: race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular social
group. like a refugee: veterans, vietnam, and the making of a ... - unwilling to return to . . . that country
because of persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality,
membership in a particular social group, or political opinion.” 3 the refugee act amended the working with
refugee students in secondary schools - they must prove that their fear is both well founded and based on
their race, religion, nationality, social group or political opinion once these individuals arrive in the united
states, they can request asylum. the complexity of religion in determining refugee status - interpret the
phrase “well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of . . . religion” from the 1951 convention. 10
however impossible it might be to provide an accurate and complete definition of “religion,” or however
incompetent judges and lawyers may be to offer such dssh model and lgbti asylum claims - no5
chambers - ground of a well- founded fear of persecution because he is gay, the tribunal must first ask itself
whether it is satisfied on the evidence that he is gay,
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